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Solutions of Rough Differential Equations (RDE) may be defined as
paths whose increments are close to an approximation of the associated
flow. They are constructed through a discrete scheme using a non-linear
sewing lemma. In this article, we show that such solutions also solve a
fixed point problem by exhibiting a suitable functional. Convergence
then follows from consistency and stability, two notions that are adapted
to our framework. In addition, we show that uniqueness and convergence
of discrete approximations is a generic property, meaning that it holds
excepted for a set of vector fields and starting points which is of Baire
first category. At last, we show that Brownian flows are almost surely
unique solutions to RDE associated to Lipschitz flows. The later
property yields almost sure convergence of Milstein schemes.
Keywords: Rough differential equations; Lipschitz flows; Rough paths; Brownian
flows
1. Introduction
Rough Differential Equations (RDE) are natural extensions of Ordinary Differential
Equations (ODE) to equations driven by rough signals [14,15,30,31]. More precisely,
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RDE are equations of type
yt,s “ a`
ż t
s
fpyr,sq dxr, t P rs, T s, (1)
where x is a p-rough path lying above a continuous path x of finite p-variation living
in a Banach space U. The order tpu determines the tensor space in which x lives in
and the iterated integrals of x to use. The minimal regularity of the vector field f
also depends on p. The solution y is itself of finite p-variation living in a finite or
infinite Banach space V. One of the main feature of the theory of rough paths is
the continuity of the Itô map x ÞÑ y. When x is differentiable, (1) is understood
as the ODE yt “ a `
şt
0
fpysq 9xs ds. As for ODE, we recover Cauchy-Peano and
Cauchy-Lipschitz (or Picard -Lindelöf) type results, where existence follows from
Schauder fixed point theorem or from Picard fixed point theorem under stronger
regularity conditions on the vector field f . The later case implies uniqueness of
solutions as well as extra properties.
Existence of solutions to (1) were first proved by T. Lyons using a fixed point
theorem [31]. In [10], A.M. Davie proposed an alternative approach based on discrete
approximations so that solutions are constructed as limit of numerical schemes
based on Taylor developments. P. Friz and N. Victoir [14,16] have proposed another
approximation based on sub-Riemannian geodesics, yielding again the convergence
of numerical schemes. More recently, I. Bailleul have developed a framework in
which the central tools are flows associated to (1) and their approximations [1–3].
By flows, we mean the family of solutions a P V ÞÑ yt,spaq when the later satisfies
yt,s ˝ ys,r “ yt,r for any r ď s ď t. The approximation of the flow proposed by
I. Bailleul, A. M. Davie and P. Friz-N. Victoir are all different, although giving rise
to the same flow.
In [5, 6], we have proposed an “agnostic” framework for dealing directly with flows
without referring to a particular approximation. Only a broad condition is given on
the approximations of the flows, called almost flows, to obtain a non-linear sewing
lemma, a natural extension of the additive and multiplicative sewing lemmas [13,31].
When the underlying space V is finite dimensional, a measurable flow may exist
even when several solutions to (1) are known to exist [6]. When the flow is Lipschitz,
it is uniquely associated to any almost flow in the same quotient class called a
galaxy, a notion which reflects the “closeness” between the two objects. In [5],
we have studied the properties of stable almost flows, a condition ensuring that
compositions of the almost flows over small times remains Lipschitz, uniformly in
the choice of the composition. The limiting flow is thus Lipschitz. We have also
studied the relationship between stable almost flows and solutions to (1), which
are unique in this case.
The goal of this article is threefold:
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• We extend the notion of almost flow. We also continue our study of D-solutions,
that are paths z solutions to (1) satisfying
|zt ´ φt,spzsq| ď C|t´ s|θ, @s ď t with θ ą 1, (2)
for an almost flow φ. This notion of solution was introduced by A. M. Davie
in [10]. Here, we focus on continuity and approximations of D-solutions when
φ is a stable almost flow. Besides, we construct a functional Φ such that any
D-solution solves the fixed point problem z “ Φpzq. From this, we develop in our
context the classical notions of consistency and stability [8, 26] which we relate
to convergence.
More precisely, we construct a functional Φ such that any D-solution solves the
fixed point problem z “ Φpzq. At the difference with the classical setting for
fixed point, Φ is defined only on D-solutions.
For a partition pi, we also define a functional Φpi such that any solutions to
zpi “ Φpipzpiq are discrete D-solutions, that is zpi solves (2) for times s, t in the
partitions. Such discrete D-solutions are constructed explicitly through the
numerical scheme zpitk`1 “ φtk`1,tkpzpitkq when pi “ ttkunk“0.
By consistency, we mean that any D-solution solves z “ Φpipzq ` pi for a
perturbative term pi that converges to 0 when the mesh of the partition converges
to 0. By stability, we means that roughly pId´ Φpiq is invertible with an inverse
uniformly bounded with respect to pi. Seen as a principle [8], the Lax equivalence
theorem [26] is valid in many situations, including ours. It provides a simple
way to assert convergence through the study of consistency and stability. We
then show that the notion of stable almost flow, introduced in [5], leads to the
stability of Φpi. The various estimates obtained in this part are the keys to fulfill
our second objective.
• We prove generic properties associated to RDEs. When solved in an infinite
dimensional space, solutions to ODE are not necessarily unique [12], nor the Euler
scheme converges. Nevertheless, following some results due to W. Orlicz [34]
and developed later by several authors, the set of vector fields and starting
point points for which non-uniqueness/non-convergence of the Euler scheme
hold are of Baire first category. The key point is that discrete approximations
are uniformly approximated by discrete approximations in which vector fields
is Lipschitz continuous. We develop a similar approach for solutions to Young
(when the driving path is of p-variation with p ă 2) and rough (when the driving
path is a rough path of finite p-variation with 2 ď p ă 3). Such results exploit
properties developed in the first part of this article regarding stable almost flows.
• We apply these results to Brownian flows to pursue the study of [10] by mixing
them with considerations from H. Kunita [23]. In particular, we show that for
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any vector field, the solution to the Itô SDE Xt “ a`
şt
0
σpXsq dBs for σ P C1`γb ,
γ ą 0, is also the unique D-solution to the corresponding RDE and is then
associated to a Lipschitz flow. The notable points are that σ is assumed to be
less regular than for proving uniqueness through a Banach fixed point theorem;
and that properties of stable almost flows are not used here. Besides, A.M. Davie
proved that for almost any choice of a Brownian rough paths, with suitable
conditions on the underlying space, there exists a vector field for which several
D-solutions exist. To summarize, there exist Lipschitz flows which are not related
to stable almost flows. This question was left open in [5].
Outline. In Section 2, we introduce objects and notations that we use through all
the article. In Section 3, we define D-solutions, and show that they are solutions to
a fixed point problem involving suitable functionals whose consistency, stability and
convergence is studied. Generic properties are studied in Section 4. In Section 5,
we study Brownian flows and show that it is fitted for our frameworks. We end
with an appendix with general considerations on unbounded flows, boundedness of
solutions as well as uniqueness of D-solutions.
2. Definitions and notations
We introduce some notations and global hypotheses (in force throughout the whole
article) which follows (partly) the ones of [5, 6].
Notation 1 (Simplex). For C an interval of R, we set C2` :“ tps, tq P C2 | s ď tu
and C3` :“ tpr, s, tq P C3 | r ď s ď tu.
Notation 2. We use
• Two non-decreasing functions δ and $ from R` to R` with δp0q “ $p0q “ 0.
We write indifferently δt or δptq, t ě 0, whenever it is convenient.
• A time horizon T ą 0 and T :“ r0, T s.
• A map ω : T2` Ñ R` (a control) which is super-additive, (ωr,s ` ωs,t ď ωr,t for
any pr, s, tq P T3`) and continuous close to its diagonal and such that ωs,s “ 0 for
all s P T.
Global Hypothesis 1 (Controls over growth and remainder). For some κ P p0, 1q,
2$px{2q ď κ$pxq for any x ě 0.
Remark 1. Since κ ă 1, $pxq{x converges to 0 as x converges to 0.
Global Hypothesis 2 (Time horizon). The time horizon T satisfies
κ ` 2δT ă 1. (3)
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Let V be a Banach space with the norm |¨| and i be the identity map from V to V.
Notation 3 (Modulus of continuity, Lipschitz and Hölder norm). The modulus of
continuity of a function f : V Ñ V is
oscpf, δq :“ sup
a,bPV
|a´b|ďδ
|fpaq ´ fpbq| for any δ ą 0.
Its α-Hölder semi-norm (0 ă α ď 1) and its Lipschitz semi-norm are defined as
}f}α :“ sup
a‰b
|fpaq ´ fpbq|
|a´ b|α and }f}Lip :“ supa‰b
|fpaq ´ fpbq|
|a´ b|
when these quantities are finite. Moreover, if f is bounded, we denote }f}8 :“
supa|fpaq|.
We consider several families χ of objects indiced by T2` (almost flows, control, ...).
When these objects are functions from V to V, we write the pair pr, tq P T2` in
reverse order, that is χt,r, as the composition of functions is usually written from
right to left. Other objects are written with indices in order, that is χr,t.
Definition 1 (Functions of class O). A function χ from T2` to CpV,Vq is said to
be of class O if there exists a constant C ě 0 such that
oscpχt,s, L$pωr,sqq ď CδT p1` Lq$pωr,tq, @pr, s, tq P T3`, @L ě 0. (4)
The smallest constant C such that (4) holds is denoted by }χ}O.
Definition 2 (Semi-norm on functions of class O). We define
OpV,Vq :“ tχ : T2` Ñ CpV,Vq | χ is of class Ou,
which is a vector space with a semi-norm }¨}O.
Example 1. Let χt,r be Lipschitz with }χt,r}Lip ď K for any pr, tq P T2`. Then
χ P OpV,Vq with }χ}O “ K{δT .
Example 2. Let x : T Ñ U be α-Hölder continuous and f : V Ñ LpU,Vq be
γ-Hölder continuous with θ :“ αp1` γq ą 1. Let $pxq :“ xθ and ωs,t “ t´ s. For
a P V and ps, tq P T2`, set χt,spaq :“ fpaqxs,t, where xs,t :“ xt ´ xs. Then
|χt,spaq ´ χt,spbq| ď }f}γ ¨ }x}α|a´ b|γpt´ sqα, @ps, tq P T2`. (5)
With δT :“ }f}γ ¨ }x}αTαγ2 , it follows from (5) that χ is of class O with }χ}O ď
γγ{p1´ γq1´γ.
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Notation 4. Let Frδs be the class of families φ :“tφt,sups,tqPT2` of functions from V
to V which satisfy
φt,s “ i` pφt,s with pφ P OpV,Vq and }pφ}O ď 1, (6)
}pφt,s}8 ď δt´s, @ps, tq P T2`. (7)
The set F :“ŤδFrδs, union over all the functions δ as in Global Hypothesis 1
(which is stable under addition), is equipped with the distance
d8pφ, ψq :“ sup
ps,tqPT2`
sup
aPV
|φt,spaq ´ ψt,spaq|. (8)
Remark 2. In Appendix A.1, we justify that assuming that pφ is bounded unlike
in [6] can be done without losing generality.
Definition 3 (Galaxy). Let φ, ψ P F. We say that φ and ψ are in the same galaxy
if there exists K ě 0 such that
}φt,s ´ ψt,s}8 ď K$pωs,tq, @ps, tq P T2`. (9)
Definition 4 (Almost flow). We fix M ě 0. Let Arδ,M s be the set of φ P Frδs
such that
}dφt,s,r}8 ďM$pωr,tq, @pr, s, tq P T3` (10)
with dφt,s,r :“ φt,s ˝ φs,r ´ φt,r. (11)
We write A :“Ťδ,M Arδ,M s. An element of A is called an almost flow.
Remark 3. Combining Examples 1 and 2, it is easily seen that this definition
generalizes the one of [6].
Definition 5 (Flow). A flow is a family ψ : T2`ˆV Ñ V which satisfies dψt,s,rpaq “
0 for any a P V and any pr, s, tq P T3`.
Remark 4. For i “ 1, 2, 3, let us define Mi be the maps from Ti` ˆ V to V. The
operator d transforms maps in M2 to maps in M3. It is a non-linear generalization
of the sewing operator introduced by M. Gubinelli in [17]. We use it as a shorthand.
Yet it has also the following meaning. For a family of invertible maps α in M1, we
set dαt,s “ αt ˝ α´1s , ps, tq P T2` so that dα PM2. Conversely, for an invertible flow
ψ P V, we set αt P ψt,0, t P T so that dα “ ψ. Hence, invertible flows belong both
to the range of d : M1 ÑM2 and the kernel of d : M3 ÑM2. When dφ is “close”
to 0 for an almost flow φ, a non-linear sewing map projects φ to a flow ψ, which
thus satisfies dψ “ 0.
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Notation 5. The elements of a partition pi “ ttiuni“0 of T are written either as the
points ti or as the close intervals rti, ti`1s of successive points.
For a family tytutPT, we write yi :“ yti when no ambiguity arises. We use the same
convention for functions over T2` or T3`.
For a family tfs,tups,tqPT2` , we write either
řn´1
i“0 fi,i`1 or
ř
ru,vsPpi fu,v instead ofřn´1
i“0 fti,ti`1 when there is no ambiguity.
Definition 6 (Solution in the sense of Davie, or D-solution). Let n ě 1. For
an almost flow φ P A, a partition pi “ ttkunk“0 of T and K ě 0, we denote by
Ppirφ, a,Ks the set of V -valued families tytkuk“0,...,n such that y0 “ a and
|yj ´ φj,ipyiq| ď K$pωi,jq, @0 ď i ď j ď n. (12)
We also set Ppirφ, as :“ŤKě0Ppirφ, a,Ks.
Similarly, we denote by Prφ, as the set of paths y P CpT,Vq with y0 “ a and
|yt ´ φt,spysq| ď K$pωs,tq, @ps, tq P T2`, (13)
for some constant K ě 0.
The elements of Ppirφ, as and Prφ, as are called solutions in the sense of Davie,
which we shorten by D-solutions.
Definition 7 (Numerical scheme). Given a partition pi “ ttiuni“0 of T, the numerical
scheme of an almost flow φ P A is the sequence tytkuk“0,...,n constructed iteratively
by
y0 “ a and ytk`1 “ φtk`1,tkpytkq, k “ 0, . . . , n´ 1.
We now define the notion of convergence of partitions.
Definition 8 (Mesh and convergence). For a partition pi “ ttiuni“0 of T, we define
its mesh by Mesh pi :“ max i “ 0, . . . , n´ 1tti`1 ´ tiu. This define an order on
partitions: σ ď pi if Meshσ ď Mesh pi. A family tapiupi with values in a metric
space pV, dq is said to converge to a P V whenever for any  ą 0 there exists a
partition pi such that for any σ ď pi, dpaσ, aq ď .
Remark 5. Inclusion defines another partial order on partitions [32]. We do not
use it, except as some tool in some proofs.
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3. Stability results on D-solutions
3.1. Space of D-solutions
We start by giving some precisions on the discrete and continuous spaces of D-
solutions.
Lemma 1 (The spaces Ppirφ, as are not empty). For any almost flow φ P Arδ,M s,
for any partition pi of T and any a P V, the numerical scheme ypi associated to φ
with ypi0 “ a belongs to Ppirφ, a, Ls with
L :“ 2pδT `Mq
1´ κ ´ 2δT . (14)
Moreover, if ψ is in the same galaxy as φ, then Ppirψ, as “ Ppirφ, as.
The proof of this result is a variant of the one of the Davie lemma given in [5, 6].
Proof. We set Ui,j :“ |yj ´ φj,ipyiq| for i ď j. Following [6, 10], we proceed by
induction on j ´ i. First, we remark that Ui,i “ Ui,i`1 “ 0. Second, for i ď j ď k
with i ă k,
yk ´ φk,ipyiq
“ yk ´ φk,jpyjq ` φk,jpyjq ´ φk,jpφj,ipyiqq ` φk,jpφj,ipyiqq ´ φk,ipyiq
“ yk ´ φk,jpyjq ` yj ´ φj,ipyiq ` pφk,jpyjq ´ pφk,jpφj,ipyiqq
` φk,jpφj,ipyiqq ´ φk,ipyiq. (15)
Our induction hypothesis is that Ui,j ď L$pωi,jq when |j ´ i| ď m for some level
m, where L is defined in (14). This is true for m “ 0, 1.
Assume that the induction hypothesis is true whenever j ´ i ď m for a level m ě 1.
We fix i ă k such that |k ´ i| ď m` 1. We are going to show that Ui,k ď L$pωi,kq.
If ωi,k “ 0, it follows by super-additivity of the control ω that ωi,k´1 “ ωk´1,k “ 0.
This implies according to induction hypothesis that Ui,k´1 “ Uk´1,k “ 0. Then,
using (15) with pi, j, kq “ pi, k ´ 1, kq and (4), we get
Ui,k ď δT p1` Lq$pωi,kq `M$pωi,kq. (16)
It follows that Ui,k “ 0, therefore Ui,k ď L$pωi,kq holds.
If ωi,k ą 0, let us define j˚ :“ inf
 
j P ti` 1, . . . , ku such that ωi,j ą 12ωi,k
(
. It
follows of our definition of j˚ and from the super-additivity of ω that ωj˚,k ď 12ωi,k
and ωi,j˚´1 ď 12ωi,k.
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We consider two cases : either j˚ ă k or j˚ “ k. For the first case, using the fact
that φ is an almost flow, (4) for pr, s, tq “ pi, j˚, kq and the equality (15) when
j “ j˚,
Ui,k ď Ui,j˚ ` Uj˚,k ` osc
´pφk,j˚ , Ui,j˚¯`M$pωi,kq (17)
ď Ui,j˚ ` Uj˚,k ` CδT p1` Lq$pωi,kq `M$pωi,kq. (18)
Then, we control Ui,j˚ in (17) using (15) with pi, j, kq “ pi, j˚ ´ 1, j˚q,
Ui,k ď Ui,j˚´1`Uj˚,k`δT p1`Lqp$pωi,j˚q`$pωi,kqq`M$pωi,j˚q`M$pωi,kq. (19)
We now applying the induction hypothesis to Ui,j˚´1, Uj˚,k in (19), and we use
Global Hypothesis 1 to get
Ui,k ď κL$pωi,kq ` 2δT p1` Lq$pωi,kq ` 2M$pωi,kq. (20)
Thus, with L given by (14), Ui,k ď L$pωi,kq.
In the second case, when j˚ “ k, we use (15) with j “ k ´ 1 and (4) to get
Ui,k ď Ui,k´1 ` δT p1` Lq$pωi,kq `M$pωi,kq. (21)
Thus, applying the induction hypothesis in (21) to Ui,k´1,
Ui,k ď κL
2
$pωi,kq ` δT p1` Lq$pωi,kq `M$pωi,kq. (22)
Eq. (22) implies (20). It follows from the first case that Ui,k ď L$pωi,kq with the
same constant L. This concludes the induction.
Therefore, the numerical scheme associated to φ belongs to Ppirφ, a, Ls. That
Ppirφ, as “ Ppirψ, as is immediate from (9).
The next result is a direct consequence of the continuous time Davie lemma [5,
Lemma 10].
Lemma 2 (Uniform control on D-solutions). Consider φ P Arδ,M s. Assume
that for some A ą 0, y P Prφ, a, As. Then y P Prφ, a, Ls with L given by (14).
Therefore, Pra, φs “ ŤAďLPra, φ,As.
Notation 6 (Projection and interpolation). Let pi and σ be two partitions of T
with σ Ă pi. Any path y in Pσrφ, as or in Prφ, as is naturally projected onto tytiuni“0
in Ppirφ, as. Conversely, any element y P Ppirφ, as is extended through a linear
interpolation as an element of Cpr0, T s,Vq. Again, we still denote this element
by y.
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Using the above convention on projection and extension, we endow Ppirφ, as with
the uniform norm }¨}8. The proofs of the next lemmas are then immediate.
Lemma 3 (Convergence). Let K ě 0. Let typiupi be a sequence of paths in
Ppirφ, a,Ks and y P Cpr0, T s,Vq such that ypi converges in }¨}8 to y. Then y P
Prφ, a,Ks.
Lemma 4 (Convergence II). Let us consider K,M ě 0. For each n P N, let us
consider φn P Arδ,M s, an P Vn and yn P Pran, φn, Ks. Let φ P Arδ,M s and a P V.
Assume that for some path y P CpT,Vq,
d8pφn, φq ` |an ´ a| ` }yn ´ y}8 ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8 0.
Then y P Prφ, a,Ks.
3.2. From discrete to continuous functionals on D-solutions
In this section, we construct functionals on Ppirφ, as and thus on Prφ, as using a
limit argument. These functionals are to be seen as integrals that are defined only
on D-solutions, unlike Young or rough integrals.
Proposition 1. Let φ P Arδ,M s and pi be a partition of T. Recall that pφ is defined
by (6). Let us set for i, j P pi2`,
Φpii,jpyq :“
j´1ÿ
k“i
pφk`1,kpykq for y “ tyiui“0,...,n P Vn`1.
For y P Ppirφ, a,Ks,
|Φpii,jpyq ´ pφj,ipyiq| ď A$pωi,jq for any pi, jq P pi2` (23)
with A :“ 2pδT p1`Kq `Mq
1´ κ . (24)
Remark 6. We saw in Lemma 1 that the numerical scheme ypi associated to φ
with ypi0 “ a belongs to Ppirφ, a, Ls with L given by (14). Therefore, from the very
construction of ypi: ypij “ a` Φpi0,jpypiq.
Proof. From the very definition of Φpi,
Φpii,jpyq ` Φpij,kpyq “ Φpii,kpyq for pi, j, kq P pi3`, (25)
meaning that Φpi is additive on the partition pi.
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For any pr, s, tq P T3` and a P V,
dφt,s,rpaq “ φt,spφs,rpaqq ´ φt,spaq “ pφs,rpaq ` pφt,spa` pφs,rpaqq ´ pφt,rpaq.
Thus, for pi, j, kq P pi3`,pφk,jpyjq ` pφj,ipyiq ´ pφk,ipyiq “ pφk,jpyjq ´ pφk,jpyi ` pφj,ipyiqq ` φk,j,ipyiq. (26)
Note that yj ´ yi ´ pφj,ipyiq “ yj ´ φj,ipyiq. Since φ P Arδ,M s and y P Ppirφ, a,Ks,
(4), (6), (7) yield
|pφk,jpyjq ` pφj,ipyiq ´ pφk,ipyiq| ď $pωi,jqδT }pφ}Op1`Kq `M$pωi,kq
ď pδT p1`Kq `Mq$pωi,kq, (27)
because }pφ}O ď 1. Combining (25) with (27) implies that V pii,j :“ |Φpii,jpyq ´ pφj,ipyiq|
satisfies
V pii,k ď V pii,j ` V pij,k ` pδT p1`Kq `Mq$pωi,kq.
Hence, (23) stems from the Davie lemma [5, Lemma 9].
Notation 7. For a partition pi “ ttiui“0,...,n of T, we set
µs,tppiq :“ sup
rti,ti`1sPpiXrs,ts
$pωti,ti`1q
ωti,ti`1
. (28)
Remark 7. With Remark 1, µs,tppiq Ñ 0 when Mesh pi Ñ 0.
Let us consider a partition pi “ ttiuni“0 of T. Using a linear interpolation, Φpis,tpyq is
naturally extended from pi2` to T`2 . Therefore, we extend to T2` the family Φpi as
functionals on Prφ, as or on Pσrφ, as with pi Ă σ.
Corollary 1 (Consistency). Assuming Hypothesis 2 and φ P Arδ,M s, there exists
Φ : Prφ, as Ñ Cpr0, T s,Vq such that for any partition pi of T, any y P Prφ, a,Ks
and any K ě 0,
|Φs,tpyq ´ pφt,spysq| ď A$pωs,tq, @ps, tq P T2`, (29)
|Φs,tpyq ´ Φpis,tpyq| ď Aµs,tppiqωs,t, @ps, tq P T2`, (30)
and Φr,spyq ` Φs,tpyq “ Φr,tpyq for pr, s, tq P T3`, (31)
with A given by (24). Condition (30) means that Φpi is consistent.
Remark 8. This result does not claim that Prφ, as ‰ H. When V is finite dimen-
sional, the Ascoli-Arzelà theorem and thus Lemma 3 apply: the equi-continuity and
boundedness of typiupi with ypi P Ppirφ, a, Ls is a direct consequence of (7) and (12).
When V is infinite dimensional, we discuss this point in Section 4.
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Proof. Let σ and pi be two partitions such that pi Ă σ. For ps, tq P pi2` and
y P Prφ, a, Ls Ă Pσrφ, a, Ls Ă Ppirφ, a, Ls (using the identification of Notation 6),
|Φσs,tpyq ´ Φpis,tpyq| “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
ru,vsPpi
»– ÿ
ru1,v1sPσXru,vs
pφv1,u1pyu1q ´ pφv,upyuq
fiflˇˇˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
ru,vsPpi
pΦσXru,vsu,v pyq ´ pφv,upyuqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď
ÿ
ru,vsPpi
A$pωu,vq ď Aµs,tppiqωs,t ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
MeshpiÑ0 0
for A given by (24). From this, it is easily deduced that tΦpis,tpyqupi is a Cauchy
sequence et for any ps, tq P T2` with respect to the nest of nested sequence of
partitions. We set Φs,tpyq :“ limMeshpiÑ0 Φpis,tpyq. For any partition pi , (30) is
satisfied and so is (29) by taking pi “ t0, s, t, T u. We then set Φtpyq :“Φ0,tpyq. The
Chasles relation (31) is satisfied because Φpi satisfies the discrete Chasles relation
(25). Combining (31) and (29), Φs,tpyq is uniquely defined thanks to the Additive
Sewing Lemma (see e.g. [17, 31] or [13, Theorem 1, p. 25] or [14, Lemma 4.2
p. 51]).
Proposition 2. We assume Hypothesis 2 and φ an almost flow in A. A path
y P CpT,Vq satisfies yt “ Φ0,tpyq, t P T, if and only if y P Prφ, as.
Proof. If y P Prφ, as, both tys,t :“ yt ´ ysups,tqPT`2 and tΦs,tus,tPT2` are additive
functionals satisfying |zs,t ´ pφt,spzsq| ď C$pωs,tq for ps, tq P pi2`. From the Additive
Sewing Lemma (see e.g. [17,31] or [13, Theorem 1, p. 25] or [14, Lemma 4.2 p. 51]),
they are equal. Conversely, if y “ Φpyq, then with (29), |ys,t ´ pφs,tpyq| ď A$pωs,tq
meaning that y P Prφ, a, As.
3.3. Stability and convergence of discrete approximations
We recover the general principle that consistency and stability yield convergence,
as well as existence and uniqueness. For this, we need a stronger hypothesis on Φpi.
We will show in Section 3.4 that this hypothesis is satisfied in presence of stable
almost flows, as defined in [5].
Hypothesis 1 (Stability). Let φ P Arδ,M s. Let Φ and tΦpiupi be the associated
functionals given in Corollary 1 and Proposition 1. Assume that for each partition
pi of T, Φpi is Lipschitz continuous on Ppirφ, a, Ls with a constant ` ă 1 which is
uniform in pi.
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Thanks to the Lipschitz inverse function theorem, Hypothesis 1 implies that Id´Φpi
is invertible with a bounded inverse which is uniform in pi. This is stability. We
use in Corollary 3 below such a property on perturbations.
We now give the rate of convergence of numerical scheme. Applied to YDE and
RDE (see [5, 6]), we recover the already found rates of convergence:
• In [10], $pxq “ xγ{p for a vector field in Cγ and x of finite p-variation,
2 ď p ă 3 and 1 ` γ ą p, see Remarks 1 and 3. Our estimate is a upper
bound for the right-hand side of (9), namely a rate of γ{p´ 1.
• In [15, Theorem 10.3.3], a high order expansion of order n for a rough path of
finite p-variation, 2 ď p ă 3, is given with $pxq “ xpn`1q{p for a vector field of
class Cγ, γ ą p and n “ tγu ě tpu. The rate of convergence is pn` 1q{p´ 1.
• In [28, Sect. 5, p.1789], for YDE (1 ď p ă 2) with a vector field of class Cγ,
1` γ ą p, the rate of convergence is 2{p´ 1 with $pxq “ x2{p.
Proposition 3 (Rate of convergence of approximations). Assume Hypothesis 1 on
stability. For each partition pi of T, let ypi be the numerical scheme associated to φ
with respect to pi (see Definition 7).
Then, for any y P Prφ, a, Ls,
}ypi ´ y}8 ď A
1´ `µ0,T ppiqω0,T , (32)
where µ is defined in (28) and A defined by (24) with K “ L. Besides, typiupi is a
Cauchy sequence with respect to }¨}8 as Mesh pi Ñ 0 with
}yσ ´ ypi}8 ď 2A
1´ ` maxtµ0,T ppiq, µ0,T pσquω0,T (33)
for any two partitions σ and pi of T. In consequence, Prφ, as “ tyu with y “ limpi ypi.
Proof. From Proposition 2, Definition 7 and Remark 6, y P Prφ, a, Ls and ypi P
Ppirφ, a, Ls are respectively fixed point solutions to
ys,t “ Φs,tpyq, @ps, tq P T2` and ypis,t “ Φpis,tpypiq, @ps, tq P pi2`,
where Φ is given by Corollary 1. For ps, tq P pi2`, as Prφ,A, Ls Ă Ppirφ,A, Ls (recall
Notation 6),
ypis,t ´ ys,t “ Φpis,tpypiq ´ Φpis,tpyq ` pis,t with pis,t :“ Φpis,tpyq ´ Φs,tpyq.
Hence, from Hypothesis 1,
|ypis,t ´ ys,t| ď `}ypi ´ y}8 ` |pis,t|.
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With (30) in Corollary 1 and since ypi0 “ y0,
}ypi ´ y}8 ď `}ypi ´ y}8 ` Aµ0,T ppiqω0,T .
As the uniform Lipschitz constant of Φpi satisfies ` ă 1 from Hypothesis 1, this
proves (32).
If z, y P Prφ, a,Ks, then for any partition pi of T, }y´z}8 ď }y´ypi}8`}z´ypi}8,
so that y “ z. This proves uniqueness since µ0,T ppiq defined by (28) decreases to 0
with the mesh of pi.
To prove (33), we consider first two nested partitions pi and σ Ă pi. We proceed
as above with y replaced by yσ. When σ and pi are arbitrary partitions, then
there exists a partition τ such that τ Ă σ and τ Ă pi. The triangle inequality
yields (33). That Prφ, as is contains only the limit of typiupi follows from Lemma 3,
since ypi P Ppirφ, a, Ls from Lemma 1.
3.4. Stable almost flows and continuity
We give now a sufficient condition to ensure Hypothesis 1. The notion of stable
almost flow was introduced in [5].
Notation 8 (Ratio bound). For }¨}‹ being either }¨}8 or }¨}Lip, we define for
φ : T2` Ñ CpV,Vq,
}φ}‹˜$ :“ sup
pr,tqPT2`
r‰t
}φt,r}‹
$pωr,tq and }dφ}‹˜$ :“ suppr,s,tqPT3`
r‰t
}dφt,s,r}‹
$pωr,tq .
Definition 9 (Stable almost flow). A stable almost flow is an almost flow φ P
Arδ,M s with }φt,s ´ i}Lip ď δT which satisfies
}dφ}Lip˜$ ă `8, (34)
as well as the 4-points control
|φt,spaq ´ φt,spbq ´ φt,spcq ` φt,spdq|
ď qφt,s`|a´ b| _ |c´ d|˘ˆ `|a´ c| _ |b´ d|˘` p1` δT q|a´ b´ c` d|, (35)
where for any α ě 0,qφt,spα$pωr,sqq ď φfpαq$pωr,tq, @pr, s, tq P T3`,
for φf ě 0 that depends on α and ω0,T . Let us denote by SA the subset of A of
stable almost flows.
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Proposition 4. Let φ P SA be a stable almost flow. Then the corresponding
functional Φpi given by Corollary 1 satisfies
sup
pti,tjqPpi2`
|Φpii,jpyq ´ Φpii,jpzq| ď `T }y ´ z}8
with `T :“ δT ` }dφ}Lip˜$ ` p1` δT qp2` δT q ` φ
fpKq
1´ κ $pω0,T q
for any y, z P Ppirφ, a,Ks. In particular, `T ÝÝÝÑ
TÑ0 0.
Proof. Consider y, z P Ppirφ, a,Ks. Let us set
Vi,j :“ Φpii,jpyq ´ pφj,ipyiq ´ Φpii,jpzq ` pφj,ipziq. (36)
As φj,i “ i` pφj,i, we rewrite (36) as
Vi,j “ Φpii,jpyq ´ Φpii,jpzq ` φj,ipyiq ´ φj,ipziq ` yi ´ zi.
Using (25) in the proof of Proposition 1,
Vi,j`Vj,k´Vi,k “ φj,ipyiq´φj,ipziq`yj´zj`φk,jpyjq´φk,jpzjq´φk,ipyiq`φk,ipziq
“ φj,ipyiq ´ φj,ipziq ` yj ´ zj ` dφk,j,ipyiq ´ dφk,j,ipziq
` φk,jpyjq ´ φk,jpφj,ipyiqq ´ φk,jpzjq ` φk,jpφj,ipziqq.
Since φ is stable almost flow, the 4-points control (35) on φ yields
|Vi,j ` Vj,k ´ Vi,k|
ď qφk,j`|yj ´ φj,ipyiq| _ |zj ´ φj,ipziq|˘ˆ `|yj ´ zj| _ |φj,ipyiq ´ φj,ipziq|˘
` p2` δT q|yj ´ zj ´ φj,ipyiq ` φj,ipziq| ` }dφ}Lip˜$|yi ´ zi|$pωi,kq
ď B}y ´ z}8$pωi,kq
for pi, j, kq P pi``, where
B :“ }dφ}Lip˜$ ` p1` δT qp2` δT q ` p1_ δT qφfpKq. (37)
Moreover, Vi,i “ Vi,i`1 “ 0. From the Davie lemma (Lemma 9 in [5]) with
Ui,j :“ |Vi,j|,
|Vi,j| ď 2B
1´ κ }y ´ z}8$pωi,jq, @pi, jq P pi
`
`.
Hence,
|Φpii,jpyq ´ Φpii,jpzq| ď }pφj,i}Lip}y ´ z}8 ` B1´ κ }y ´ z}8$pωi,kq
ď
ˆ
δT ` 2B
1´ κ$pω0,T q
˙
}y ´ z}8.
This proves the result.
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Corollary 2. Let φ P SA be a stable almost flow. Then for T small enough,
Hypothesis 1 is satisfied and thus (33) holds true.
3.5. Continuity results for stable almost flows
The next proposition is a discrete version of [5, Proposition 10] on the distance
between two numerical schemes, one associated to a stable almost flow. The proof
is close to the one of Proposition 4. The next result is the key to prove generic
conditions.
Notation 9 (Distance on almost flows). For φ, ψ P Arδ,M s, we define using (6),
(8) and (11),
dApφ, ψq :“maxtd8pφ, ψq, }φ´ ψ}O, }dφ´ dψ}8˜$u.
Proposition 5. Let φ P SAXArδ,M s be a stable almost flow and ψ P Arδ,M s be
an almost flow.
Consider a partition pi “ ttiuni“0 of T. Let ypi and zpi be the numerical schemes
associated to φ and ψ with ypi0 “ a and zpi0 “ b.
Then there exists a time T small enough and constants C and C 1 that depend only
on L given by (14), φfpLq, δ, κ and }φ}Lip,$ such that
|ypij ´ φj,ipypii q ´ zpij ` ψj,ipzpii q| ď CdApφ, ψq$pωi,jq, @pi, jq P pi``,
}ypi ´ zpi}8 ď CdApφ, ψq ` C 1|a´ b|.
Proof. The next proposition is a discrete version of [5, Proposition 10]. Set
Ui,k :“ ypii ´ φk,ipypii q ´ zpii ` ψk,ipzpii q.
For i “ 0, . . . , n, Ui,i “ Ui,i`1 “ 0 from the definition of ypi and zpi.
Set αj,i :“ φj,i ´ ψj,i and αk,j,i :“ φk,j,i ´ ψk,j,i. Assume that for any pi, j, kq P pi3`,
|αk,j,ipzpii q| ď 1$pωi,kq,
oscpαk,j, |zj ´ φj,ipziq|q ď δT 2p1` Lq$pωi,kq and |αj,ipzpii q| ď 3.
With (15) and since ypi P Ppirφ, a, Ls and zpi P Ppirψ, b, Ls, the 4-points control (35)
on φ yields
|Ui,k| ď |Ui,j| ` p1` δT q|Uj,k| ` |φi,j,kpzpii q ´ ψi,j,kpzpii q|
`$pωi,kq
´
φfpLqp1` δT q}ypi ´ zpi}8 ` φfpLq|φj,ipzpii q ´ ψj,ipzpii q|
` δT 2p1` Lq$pωi,kq ` }dφ}Lip˜$}ypi ´ zpi}8q
ď |Ui,j| ` p1` δT q|Uj,k| ` pN `N 1}ypi ´ zpi}8q$pωi,kq
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where
N :“ `1 ` δT p1` Lq2 ` φfpLq3˘ ď p1` δTLγ ` φfqdApφ, ψq
and N 1 :“ `φfpLqp1` δT q ` }dφ}Lip˜$˘.
The Davie Lemma [5, Lemma 9] implies that
|Ui,k| ď ND$pωi,kq `N 1D}ypi ´ zpi}8$pωi,kq @pi, kq P pi2` (38)
with D :“ 2` δT
1´ κp1` δT q2 ´ δT .
Thus,
}ypi ´ zpi}8 ď ND$pω0,T q `N 1D}ypi ´ zpi}8$pω0,T q ` p1` δT q|a´ b|.
Assuming that T is small enough so that N 1D$pω0,T q ă 1,
}ypi ´ zpi}8 ď ND
1´N 1D$pω0,T q `
1` δT
1´N 1D$pω0,T q |a´ b|. (39)
Injecting (39) into (38) leads to the result.
Notation 10 (Perturbations). Let E be the family of elements  P OpV,Vq such
that for some parameter η ě 0,
}}O ď η and }}8˜$ ď η. (40)
We denote by }}E the minimal value of η for which (40) holds. An element of E is
called a perturbation [6].
Notation 11 (Perturbed numerical schemes). Given an almost flow φ P Arδ,M s, a
perturbation  P E, a starting point a P V and a partition pi “ ttiuni“0, the perturbed
numerical scheme associated pφ, q is zpik`1 “ φk`1,kpzpik q ` k`1,kpzpik q with zpi0 “ a. A
perturbed numerical scheme solves zpii,j “ Φpii,jpzpiq `Ei,j with Ei,j “
řj´1
k“i i`1,ipzpii q.
In the context of numerical analysis, a perturbation  corresponds for example to
round-off errors while the choice of an almost flow correspond to truncation error.
Corollary 3 (Stability of perturbed numerical schemes). Let φ be a stable almost
flow and  P E. Then there exists a constant K depending on $, ω0,T , M and δ
such that for any partition pi of T,
}ypi ´ zpi}8 ď K}}E, (41)
where ypi is the numerical scheme associated to φ and zpi is the perturbed numerical
scheme associated to pφ, q.
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Proof. From [6], ψt,s :“ φt,s` t,s is an almost flow, yet not necessarily a stable one,
that belongs to Arδp1` ηq,M ` p2` δT qηs. Moreover,
dApψ, φq ď }}Emaxtp2` δT q, $pω0,T qu.
Inequality (41) stems from Proposition 5.
4. Generic properties of flows
4.1. The generic property
Related to differential equations, a generic property is a property which holds for
“almost all” (in the sense of Baire) vector fields and starting points. A precise
description relies on the notion of residual set. The study of generic properties to
differential equations have started with W. Orlicz [34]. Many results are exposed
in [33].
Definition 10 (Residual set). A set N in a complete metric space M is residual if
its MzN is of Baire first category.
Definition 11 (Generic property). A property is said to be generic if it is true on
a residual set.
We now state our main result, which is an adaptation of the ones in [11,25,33] to
our setting. It relies on the following lemma.
Lemma 5 (A. Lasota & J.A. Yorke, [33, Lemma 1.2]). Let M be a complete
metric space with a dense subset N. Assume that there exists Θ : M Ñ R`
such that Θpxq “ 0 for any x P N and Θ is continuous at any x P N. Then
tx PM |Θpxq “ 0u is residual in M.
Hypothesis 2. We consider a complete metric space pQ, dq with a dense sub-
space R. There exists a continuous mapping from pQ, dq to φrf s P pArδ,M s, dAq
(dA is defined in Notation 9) which transforms f P Q into φrf s P Arδ,M s and such
that φrf s P SArδ,M s for any f P R.
Theorem 1 (Generic property of existence, uniqueness and convergence). Under
Hypothesis 2, existence, uniqueness of D-solution and convergence of numerical
schemes are generic properties. More precisely, let N be the subset of M“ V ˆ Q
such that the numerical schemes ypi P CpT,Vq associated to φrf s with ypi0 “ a
converges uniformly with respect to pi to some y P CpT,Vq. Then N is a residual
set in V ˆ Q and y P Prφrf s, as. In addition, the subset V ˆR of M such that
Prφrf s, as contains only one point is a residual set.
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Proof. Let us define for a P V and f P Q,
Θppa, fqq :“ lim sup
pi,σ
Meshpi,MeshσÑ0
}ypirf, as ´ yσrf, as}8,
where ypirf, as is the numerical scheme associated to φrf s with ypirf, as0 “ a. With
Proposition 2, Θppa, fqq “ 0 for any pa, fq P V ˆR.
Let tpak, fkqukě0 be a sequence of elements of M converging to pa, fq P VˆR. By
Hypothesis 2, φrfks P Arδ,M s while φrf s P SArδ,M s.
By the triangle inequality,
}ypirfk, aks ´ yσrfk, aks}8 ď }ypirfk, aks ´ ypirf, as}8 ` }ypirf, as ´ yσrf, as}8
` }yσrfk, aks ´ yσrf, as}8.
Using Corollary 2 and Proposition 5,
}ypirfk, aks ´ yσrfk, aks}8
ď 2CpdApφrfks, φrf sq ` |a´ ak|q ` C 1 maxtµ0,T ppiq, µ0,T pσqu,
for a constant C which depends on f but which is uniform in pi, σ, and a constant C 1
which is uniform on pi, σ. Thus, for any  ą 0, one may choose k0 large enough such
that for any k ě k0 2CpdApφrfks, φrf sq ` |a´ ak|q ď  as well as some η such that
when maxtMesh pi,Meshσu ă η, C 1 maxtµ0,T ppiq, µ0,T pσqu ď . Therefore, for any
k ě k0, Θppak, fkqq ď 2 and limk Θppak, fkqq “ 0. It follows that tΘppa, fqq “ 0 |
pa, fq P V ˆ Qu, which contains V ˆR, is residual in V ˆ Q.
For the uniqueness, we replace Θ by
Θppa, fqq :“ sup
y,zPPrφrf s,as
}y ´ z}8.
Again by Proposition 3, Θppa, fqq “ 0 for pa, fq P V ˆR. The proof is similar to
the above one.
4.2. Application to RDE
We consider the case of RDE yt “ a `
şt
0
fpysq dxs, the result being similar for
YDE. The driving rough path lies above a path living in a Banach space U, while
the solution y lives in another Banach space V.
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let us fix 2 ď p ă 3. We consider a p-rough path x :“ p1,xp1q,xp2qq with respect to
the control ω with values in R‘ U‘ UÂ 2, [31, Definition 3.1.3]. This means that
x satisfies xr,s b xs,t “ xs,t for any r ď s ď t ď T and
}x}p :“ sup
ps,tqPT2`
s‰t
˜
|xp1qs,t |
ω
1{p
s,t
` |x
p2q
s,t |
ω
2{p
s,t
¸
ă `8.
Definition 12 (Lipschitz vector fields). For any γ ą 0, a vector field f : V Ñ
LpU,Vq is said to be a Lippγq-vector field (which we write f P Lippγq) if it is of
class Ctγub with
}f}γ :“
ÿ
k“0,...,tγu
}Dkf}8 ` }Dkf}γ´tγu ă `8,
where }f}λ :“ supx ­“y|fpxq ´ fpyq|{|x´ y|λ is the λ-Hölder norm for 0 ă λ ď 1.
Fix R ě 0 and γ ě p´ 1. We define
UpR, γq :“ tf P Lippγq | }f}γ ď Ru.
We use }¨}γ as a norm on UpR, γq.
For f P UpR, γq, the Davie approximation is the family
φt,srf,xspaq “ a` fpaqxp1qs,t ` f p2qpaqxp2qs,t for a P V and ps, tq P T2` (42)
with f p2qpaq “ Dfpaq ¨ fpaq. When 1` γ ą p, φrf,xs is an almost flow [6]. When
γ ą p, then it is a stable almost flow [5]. A regularisation argument implies that
when 1 ď γ ď 3, then UpR, 3q is dense into UpR, γq.
Lemma 6. Assume γ ą 2. Let fn P UpR, γq which converges to f P UpR, γq.
Then dApφrfn,xs, φrf,xsq converges to 0.
Proof. A classical computation shows that when γ ą 1,
dφt,s,rrf spaq “
`
fpa` fpaqxp1qr,s ` f p2qpaqxp2qr,s q ´ fpa` fpaqxp1qr,s q
˘
x
p1q
s,t
“ `fpa` fpaqxp1qr,s ` f p2qpaqxp2qr,s q ´ fpaqq˘xp2qs,t
`
ż 1
0
`
Dfpa` τfpaqxp1qr,s q ´Dfpaq
˘
fpaqxp1qr,s b xp1qr,t . (43)
Thus, for a constant M that depends only on }f}γ and }x}p,
|dφt,s,rrf spaq| ďM$pωr,tq (44)
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with
$pxq “ xp2`γq{p and M ď }f}2γ maxt}x}1`γp , }x}2`γp u. (45)
For γ ą 2, we easily deduce from (42) and (43) that φrfn,xs converges to φrf,xs
with respect to dA, up to changing γ into γ1 ă γ.
The result follows from straightforward computations.
Combining the above results with Theorem 1 leads to the following result. The
second points is obtained by applying a theorem of Kuratowski and Ulam [24] (See
also Theorem 4.2 in [11]).
Corollary 4. Existence, uniqueness and convergence of the numerical scheme
related to the RDE y “ a`ş¨
0
fpysq dxs is generic with respect to pa, fq P VˆUpR, γq
when γ ě 2. In addition, if V is separable, then there exists a residual set R in
UpR, γq such that for an f P R, there exists a residual set Vrf s such that existence,
uniqueness and convergence of the numerical scheme holds for a P Vrf s.
5. Flows of diffeomorphisms through Brownian
flows
Let pA,Σ,Pq be a probability space. In the following we note without necessarily
specifying it, by α some element of A. Moreover, for an integer k, LkpAq denotes
the space of random variables K such that the quantity }K}Lk “ EpKkq1{k is finite.
In this section, the state space of the driving Brownian motion is U “ Rd, while
the state space of the solutions is V “ Rm for some d,m ě 1.
Hypothesis 3. Let σ : Rm Ñ LpRd,Rmq be a continuous function in σ P C1`γb
for γ P p0, 1s.
Let B be a d-dimensional Brownian motion on pA,Σ,Pq. We consider the family
of Itô SDE
Xtpaq “ a`
ż t
0
σpXspaqq dBs for t ě 0, a P Rm. (46)
Under Hypothesis 3 (even with γ “ 0), there exists a unique strong solution to (46).
Notation 12. An enhanced (Itô) Brownian motion [14, Sect. 3.2] is a rough
paths B of order 2 decomposed as Br,t “ 1`Br,t `Bp2qr,t with
B
p2q
r,t “
ż t
r
Br,s b dBs, @pr, tq P T2`.
We assume that pA,Σ,Pq carries B.
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The Davie approximation is naturally defined as
φt,srσ, αspaq :“ a` σpaqBs,tpαq `Dσpaq ¨ σpaqBp2qs,t pαq for α P A. (47)
In [6], we saw that φrσ, αs is an almost flow when σ P C1`γb . When σ P C2`γb , φ is
a stable almost flow. This latter case grants uniqueness of D-solutions as well as
the existence of a Lipschitz flow.
Here, we consider a deterministic function σ P C1`γb zC2b. Actually, for any α,
Theorem 4.8 in [10] shows that for almost every α P A, there exists a vector
field σrαs such that infinitely many D-solutions exist. For such a choice, φrσpαq, αs
cannot be a stable almost flow. Therefore, we cannot expect that φrσ, αs is a stable
almost flow for any pair pσ, αq. Our main result states the existence of a Lipschitz
flow, but does not prove that φrσ, αs is a stable almost flow.
A series of well-known results of H. Kunita state that a ÞÑ Xtpa, αq defines a flow of
diffeomorphisms for almost every α P A (see below). Our main theorem states that
under Hypothesis 3, there exists a Lipschitz flow associated to φ even when φ is not
a stable almost flow. Here, we consider only Itô integrals as with the Stratonovich,
similar results require more regularity.
Our main result below is closely connected to Proposition 4.3 in [10]. We denote
by C1`βloc the space of locally p1` βq-Hölder continuous functions.
Theorem 2. Assume Hypothesis 3, and let X be the unique solution to the
SDE (46). Set ψt,spaq :“ Xt ˝ X´1s paq for any a P V “ Rm and any ps, tq P T2`.
Then ψ is almost surely a flow of C1`βloc -diffeomorphisms, 0 ă β ă γ, in the same
galaxy as the almost flow φrσ, ¨s defined by (47), and Xpaq is the unique D-solution
in Prφrσ, ¨s, as.
As the flow associated to the RDE is Lipschitz, some convergence results in [5]
provides us a rate of convergence of discrete approximations, which is weaker as
the one shown in Section 3 when stable almost flows are used. Here, the discrete
approximation constructed from the Davie almost flow is the now classical Milstein
scheme [20, 21].
The pathwise rate of convergence of Itô-Taylor approximations, including the
Milstein schemes, have been studied in [18,19, 21, 36]. For σ P C3, the almost sure
rate of convergence is 1´  for any  ą 0. Here, we consider σ P C1`γ with γ ď 1.
When σ P C2`γb , the Davie approximation is a stable almost flow and we obtain
a rate of convergence of p2` γq{p´ 1 for any p ą 2, hence of order γ{2´ . For
σ P C3b, we obtain a rate of convergence not as good as the one of P. Kloeden
and A. Neuenkirch [19]. Yet the main point of this section is to study the rate
of convergence for an almost flow not necessarily stable, under weak regularity
conditions.
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Corollary 5. Assume Hypothesis 3, then the numerical scheme Xpi associated to
the Davie approximation φ given by (47) with the initial condition a P Rm converges
almost surely to X, the unique solution to the SDE (46) with the rate of convergence
Θppiq :“ pMesh piq γ2´, for all  ą 0 such that  ă γ
2
.
Proof of Corollary 5. From Theorem 2, there exists a flow ψ of regularity C1`βloc
(0 ă β ă γ) in the galaxy of φ with $pxq “ xp2`γqp 12´1q for all 1
2
ą 1 ą 0. Thus,
according to [6, Theorem 4.3], Xpi converges almost surely to X with a rate of
convergence Θppiq “ pi γ2´ for all γ
2
ą  ą 0 and any initial condition a P Rm.
We will give two proofs of Theorem 2, one being based on a regularization argument
and the second one based on the Kolmogorov-Chentsov continuity theorem.
Notation 13. Let ΩN be the ball of radius N ą 0 of Rm and centered on 0. We
denote GT,N :“ C0pr0, T s ˆ ΩN ,Rmq equipped with the norm
}x}GT,N :“ sup
tPr0,T s
sup
aPΩN
|xtpaq|, @x P GT,N . (48)
Theorem 3 ( [23, Theorem 3.1 p.218]). If σ is of class Ck`γb with γ P p0, 1q and
k ě 1 then the solution map pt, aq ÞÑ Xtpaq is continuous a.s. and for all t P r0, T s
Xtp¨q is a Ck`β-diffeomorphism a.s. with 0 ď β ă γ. Moreover, for all t ě 0,
a P Rm,
DXtpaq “ Id`
ż t
0
DσpXspaqqDXspaq dBs. (49)
First proof of Theorem 2. Let σn P C1`γb pRmq with γ ą 0 such that }σn´σ}C1`γb Ñ
0 as nÑ 8. }σn}γ ď µ :“ }σ}γ and σn P C3b.
Denote by Xn the solution map to Xnt paq “ a`
şt
0
σnpXns paqq dBs.
Since σn P C3b, Xnpaq is also a solution to the RDE Xnt paq “ a`
şt
0
σnpXns paqq dBs
with $pxq :“ xp2`γq{p. (See among others [9, 29] for the Itô case and [4,15,27] for
the Stratonovich case to which a Itô-Stratonovich correction term may be applied).
As solutions to RDE are also D-solutions, Xnpaq is associated to φnt,spaq :“ a `
σnpaqBs,t `Dσnpaq ¨ σnpaqBp2qs,t .
We know from [22, Theorems 2.3 and 2.5] that tXnun converges in probability to X
with respect to the topology generated by }¨}GT,N for any N ą 0.
Besides, set Mnt paq :“Xnt paq ´ a “
şt
0
σnpXns paqq dBs. Recall that ΩN :“ t|a| ď Nu.
A direct application of the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality on Mnt paq shows
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that for any p ě 2, there exists a constant C depending only on µ, p and T such
that
E
˜
sup
tPr0,T s
}Mnt p¨q}pLppΩN q
¸
ď C, @n.
Similarly, with the Grownall lemma and the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy, one gets
that for a constant C 1 depending only on µ, p and T such that
E
˜
sup
tPr0,T s
}DMnt p¨q}pLppΩN q
¸
ď C 1, @n.
With the Sobolev embedding theorem [7, Theorem IX.16], for any integer N , when
p ą m (m being the dimension of the space), there exists a constant K depending
only on N and p such that
}Mnt paq}|a|ďN ď K
`}Mnt p¨q}LppΩN q ` }DMnt p¨q}LppΩN q˘.
Hence, for any p ą m and any N ą 0,
sup
nPN
E
´
}Mn}pGT,N
¯
ă `8.
This proves that Mn is uniformly integrable. Therefore, tXnuně0 converges also
in Lq to X with respect to }¨}GT,N . Therefore, there exists a subsequence tnkuk
such that tXnkukě0 converges almost surely to X along a subsequence with respect
to }¨}GT,N .
Thanks to (44)-(45), each φn belong to Arδ,M s for a random function δ and
a random constant M which depend only on }B}p and }σ}γ. With Lemma 1,
Xnkpaq P Prφ, a, Ls for a random constant L which is uniform in k ě 0 and in a.
Lemma 4 implies that Xpaq P Pra, φ, Ls. Therefore, Xpaq is a D-solution associated
to φ.
Since X is a flow of C1`β-diffeomorphisms for any 0 ď β ă γ, we set ψt,spaq :“
Xt ˝X´1s paq which defines a flow of C1`β-diffeomorphisms.
Since X P Prφ, a, Ls where L does not depends on a,
sup
aPRN
|Xtpaq ´ φt,srσ, ¨spaq| ď L$pωs,tq, @ps, tq P T2`.
Therefore,
sup
aPRN
|ψt,spaq ´ φt,srσ, ¨spXspaqq| ď L$pωs,tq, @ps, tq P T2`.
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This proves that φ and ψ belong to the same galaxy.
Thanks to (49), we see that a ÞÑ ψt,spaq ´ a is locally Lipschitz for each ps, tq with
a uniform control which decreases to 0 as T decreases to 0. Hence ψ is locally a
flow of class O (see Example 1). Proposition 8 in Appendix shows that Xpαq is the
unique D-solution associated to φrσ, αs for almost all α P A.
In the following we propose another proof of Theorem 2 which is essentially based
on the classical proof of the Kolmogorov-Chentsov criterion [35, Theorem 1.8] and
its adaptation for the rough paths [14, Theorem 3.1].
Let us denote, for any a P Rm and any ps, tq P T2`
Ψs,tpaq :“Xs,tpaq ´ σpXspaqqBs,t ´DσpXspaqq ¨ σpXspaqqBp2qs,t , (50)
where Xpaq is the Itô solution defined by (46).
Lemma 7 ( [10, Lemma 4.1]). If σ P C1`γb with γ P p0, 1q, then for any k ą 0,
E
`|Ψs,tpaq|k˘ ď C|t´ s|k p2`γq2 , @a P Rm, @ps, tq P T2`,
where C is constant that depends only on k, }σ}
C
1`γ
b
and T and Ψ is defined by (50).
Proposition 6. We assume σ P C1`γb with γ P p0, 1q. Let k be the smallest integer
such that k ą 6
γ
. Then, there exists a positive random constant K P LkpAq such
that for all ps, tq P T2` and all a P Rm,
|Ψs,tpaq| ď K|t´ s|θ, (51)
with θ :“ 1´ 3
k
` γ
2
ą 1. It follows that the Itô solution Xpaq defined by (46) is a
D-solution associated to the Davie almost flow defined by (47).
Proof. We fix the integer k and the real θ as in the statement of the theorem. It is
well known that a constant Ck depending only on k exists such that Ep|Bs,t|kq ď
Ck|t´ s|k{2 and Ep|Bp2qs,t |kq ď Ck|t´ s|k for any ps, tq P T2`.
For an integer n ě 0, we set Dn :“
 
kT
2n
, k “ 0, . . . , 2n( the dyadic partition of r0, T s.
We define
Kn :“ sup
tPDn
|Ψt,t`T2´npaq|, Ln :“ sup
tPDn
|Bt,t`T2´n | and Mn :“ sup
tPDn
|Bp2qt,t`T2´n |.
It follows from Lemma 7 that for any k ě 0,
EpKknq ď
ÿ
tPDn
Ep|Ψt,t`T2´npaq|kq ď C2n2´nk p2`γq2 . (52)
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In a same way,
EpLknq ď Ck2´npk{2´1q and EpMknq ď Ck2´npk´1q. (53)
For s ă t in ŤnPNDn, let m be an integer such that 2´pm`1q ă |t´ s| ď 2´m. There
is an integer N and a partition s “ τ0 ă τ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă τN´1 ă τN “ t of rs, ts with
the following properties
• for each i “ 0, . . . , N´1, there n ě m`1, such that τi, τi`1 are two consecutive
points in Dn,
• at most two consecutive points that have the same length.
Setting Ψu,v,wpaq :“Ψu,wpaq ´ pΨu,vpaq `Ψv,wpaqq for 0 ď u ď v ď w ď T , we have
Ψs,tpaq “
N´1ÿ
i“0
Ψτi,τi`1paq `
N´1ÿ
i“0
Ψτi,τi`1,tpaq. (54)
We start by bounding the first right hand side of the above equationˇˇˇřN´1
i“0 Ψτi,τi`1paq
ˇˇˇ
|t´ s|θ ď
řN´1
i“0 |Ψτi,τi`1paq|
2pm`1qθ
ď 2
ÿ
něm`1
Kn2
nθ ď Kθ, (55)
where Kθ :“ 2řně0Kn2nθ is a random constant in LkpAq. Indeed,
}Kθ}Lk ď 2
ÿ
ně0
}Kn}Lk2´nθ ď 2C
ÿ
ně0
2´np
2`γ
2
´ 1
k
´θq.
The above series is convergent because 2`γ
2
´ 1
k
´ θ “ 2
k
ą 0.
To bound the second right hand side, we note that
Ψu,v,wpaq “ Sp1qu,vBv,w ` Sp2qu,vBv,w ` Sp3qu,vBp2qv,w, (56)
with
Sp1qu,v :“ σpXvq ´ σpXuq ´DσpXuqpXv ´Xuq,
Sp2qu,v :“DσpXuq
ż v
u
pσpXzq ´ σpXuqq dBz,
Sp3qu,v :“DσpXvqσpXvq ´DσpXuqσpXuq.
We bound the moments of this three terms. For any k ą 0,
Ep|Sp1qu,v|kq ď }Dσ}kγEp|Xv ´Xu|kp1`γqq ď }Dσ}kγC1}σ}kp1`γq8 |v ´ u|k
1`γ
2 , (57)
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where C1 ě 0 is a constant that depends only on k and γ. Similarly,
Ep|Sp2qu,v|kq ď }Dσ}2k8C22}σ}k8|v ´ u|k, (58)
and Ep|Sp3qu,v|kq ď
”
}Dσ}28}σ}k8 ` }Dσ}kγ}σ}kp1`γq8 T k
p1´γq
2
ı
C3|v ´ u|k γ2 , (59)
where C2, C3 ě 0 are constants depending only on k and γ. It follows from (56)ˇˇˇˇ
ˇN´1ÿ
i“0
Ψτi,τi`1,tpaq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď supi |Bτi`1,t|
N´1ÿ
i“0
´
|Sp1qτi,τi`1 | ` |Sp2qτi,τi`1 |
¯
` sup
i
|Bp2qτi,t|
N´1ÿ
i“0
|Sp3qτi,τi`1 |.
(60)
Yet, we have
sup
i
|Bτi,t| ď
N´1ÿ
i“0
|Bτi,τi`1 | ď 2
ÿ
něm`1
Ln. (61)
Using Chen’s relation
sup
i
|Bp2qτi,t| ď
N´1ÿ
i“0
|Bp2qτi,τi`1 | ` sup
i
|Bτi`1,t|
N´1ÿ
i“0
|Bτi,τi`1 | ď 2
ÿ
něm`1
Mn `
˜
2
ÿ
něm`1
Ln
¸2
.
(62)
Thus, combining (60), (61) and (62),ˇˇˇˇ
ˇN´1ÿ
i“0
Ψτi,τi`1,tpaq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 4 ÿ
něm`1
Ln
ÿ
něm`1
`
Sp1qn ` Sp2qn
˘
`
¨˝
2
ÿ
něm`1
Mn `
˜
2
ÿ
něm`1
Ln
¸2‚˛˜ ÿ
něm`1
Sp3qn
¸
,
where Sp`qn :“ suptPDn |Sp`qt,t`T2´n | for l P t1, 2, 3u. We show with (57), (58) and (59),
in a same way as for Kn, that for ` P t1, 2u,
E
´“
Sp`qn
‰k¯ ď C42´np kp1`γq2 ´1q, and E´“Sp3qn ‰k¯ ď C52´np kγ2 ´1q, (63)
where C4, C5 are constants that depend on }σ}C1`γb , k, γ and T .
We recall that θ :“ 1 ´ 3
k
` γ
2
, then θ ą 1 and there exists a constant θ1 P`
1
2
´ 1
k
, 1
2
`
θ ` 1
k
´ γ
2
˘˘
. We haveˇˇˇřN´1
i“0 Ψτi,τi`1,tpaq
ˇˇˇ
|t´ s|θ ď K
1
θ, (64)
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where
K 1θ :“ 4
ÿ
ně0
Ln2
nθ1
ÿ
ně0
`
Sp1qn ` Sp2qn
˘
2npθ2´θ1q
`
¨˝
2
ÿ
ně0
Mn2
n2θ1 `
˜
2
ÿ
ně0
Ln2
nθ1
¸2‚˛˜ÿ
ně0
Sp3qn 2
npθ´θ1q
¸
. (65)
The constant K 1θ is random variable in LkpAq. Indeed, using (53), (63) and our
choice of k, θ1, θ, we check that the right hand side of (65) contains only converging
series in LkpAq.
Setting K :“Kθ `K 1θ and using (54), (55), (64), we obtain that for all s ă t inŤ
nPNDn, |Ψs,tpaq| ď K|t´ s|θ, with K P LkpAq. By continuity of ps, tq ÞÑ Ψs,tpaq
the above estimation is true for all ps, tq P T2`. This concludes the proof.
Second proof of Theorem 2. According to Proposition 6, when σ P C1`γb with
γ P p0, 1q, the Itô solution Xpaq is a D-solution associated to Davie almost flow φ.
More precisely, X P Prφ, a,Ks, with a random constant K that does not depend
on a. Then we conclude as in the first proof of Theorem 2.
A. Boundedness of solutions
A.1. Almost flows with linear or almost growth
In [6], almost flows are not necessarily bounded. In this appendix, we consider
almost flows for which (7) and (10) are replaced by
|φt,spaq ´ a| “ |pφt,s| ď δt´sNpaq, (66)
|dφt,s,rpaq| ď Npaq$pωs,tq (67)
for a γ-Hölder function N : V Ñ R` such that infaNpaq ą 0.
For any pi of T and any ps, tq P T2`, we write φpit,s :“ φt,tj ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ φti,s, where rti, tjs is
the biggest interval of such kind contained in rs, ts.
Theorem 4 ( [6, Theorem 1]). There exists a time horizon T and constant L ě 1
depending only on }N}Lip, δ, ω and $ such that
|φpit,spaq ´ φt,spaq| ď LNpaq$pωs,tq, @ps, tq P T2`
uniformly in the partition pi of T.
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Now, let us fix T as in Theorem 4, R ě 0 and set ΩpRq :“ ta P V | |a| ď Ru.
Let us consider a path y P CpT,Vq such that |yt,s ´ φt,spysq| ď K$pωs,tq for any
ps, tq P T2` and y0 “ a for some a P ΩpRq. With (66)-(67),
|ytpaq| ď |a| ` δTNpaq `K$pω0,tq.
With NR :“ sup|a|ďRNpaq,
}y}8 ď R ` δTNR `K$pω0,T q. (68)
Combining the above inequality with Theorem 4 leads to the following uniform
control.
Corollary 6. If the sequence of paths tt ÞÑ φpit,0paqupi converges to a path y P
CpT,Vq, which is a D-solution, then }ypaq}8 ď R1 with R1 :“ R ` δTNR `
KNR$pω0,T q.
Combining Corollary 6 with (68) and Proposition 10 in [5], we obtain a truncation
argument. Thus, as we consider starting points in a bounded set, we assume that
stable almost flows are bounded without loss of generality.
Corollary 7 (Truncation argument). Let φ be an almost flow satisfying (66)-(67)
and ψ be a stable almost flow. We assume that φ “ ψ on ΩpR1q with R1 defined
above. Let us consider a D-solution y for φ with y0 “ a, a P ΩpRq with a constant
K “ LNR. Then y is a D-solution for ψ and is unique.
A.2. Boundedness of solutions
We now give some general results about uniform boundedness of the solutions. For
this, we add a hypothesis on the structure of the almost flows.
Hypothesis 4. Let Λ : R` Ñ R` be a continuous, non-decreasing function such
that
Λp0q “ 0 and lim
xÑ0 Θpxq “ 0 with Θpxq :“
$pxq
Λpxq .
Typically, we use Λpxq “ x1{p for some p ě 1. This hypothesis is satisfies when
considering YDE and RDE.
For y P Cpr0, T s,Vq, we define
}y}Λ :“ sup
ps,tqPT2`
|yt ´ ys|
Λpωs,tq .
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Notation 14. Let FΛpδq be the elements of Frδs satisfying for some constants CΛ
and R0, φt,s “ i` pφt,s,
ΦpRq :“ sup
|a|ďR
}pφt,spaq}Λ ď CΛR, @R ě R0. (69)
Proposition 7. Let φ P FΛrδs. Let y P Prφ, a,Ks. When CΛΛpω0,T q ď 1{2,
}y}8 ď 2|a| ` 2K$pω0,T q ` 2CΛR0Λ0,T . (70)
In addition,
}y}Λ ď CΛ maxt}y}8, R0u `KΘpω0,T q. (71)
Proof. With (13) and (69),
|yt ´ ys| ď K$pωs,tq ` CΛ maxtR0, }y}8uΛpωs,tq.
In particular,
}y}8 ď |a| `K$pω0,T q ` CΛpR0 ` }y}8qΛpω0,T q.
For CΛΛpω0,T q ď 1{2, this leads to (70). Since
|yt ´ ys ´ pφt,spysq| ď K$pωs,tq,
we obtain (71).
A.3. Uniqueness of D-solutions associated to flows of class O
In our setting, we have not assumed that a flow is continuous. If a flow is
locally of class O, then the associated D-solution is unique. We adapt the proof
of [10, Proposition 4.3] in our setting.
Proposition 8 (Uniqueness of D-solutions associated to flows of class O). Let φ
be a flow locally of class O and y be a D-solution in Prφ, a,Ks. Then yt “ φt,0paq
for any t P T and is then unique.
Proof. As y lives in a bounded set, we assume without loss of generality that φ is
globally of class O as we use only local controls on the modulus of continuity of φt,s.
Let pi “ ttiuni“0 be a partition of r0, ts, t ď T . Let us set yk :“ ytk and vk “ φt,tkpykq.
This way, vn “ yt while v0 “ φt,0paq. Using a telescoping series,
vn ´ v0 “
n´1ÿ
k“0
pvk`1 ´ vkq “
n´1ÿ
k“0
φt,tk`1pyk`1q ´ φt,tk`1 ˝ φtk`1,tkpykq.
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Set dk :“ |yk`1 ´ φtk`1,tkpykq|. As y P Prφ, a,Ks, dk ď K$pωk,k`1q. As φt,tk is of
class O,
|vn ´ v0| ď
n´1ÿ
k“0
pdk ` δT }pφ}Op1`Kq$pωtk,tk`1qq
so that
|yt ´ φt,spaq| “ |vn ´ v0| ď
´
K ` }pφ}Op1`KqδT¯ n´1ÿ
k“0
$pωk,k`1q ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
MeshpiÑ0 0
since $pxq{x converges to 0 as x decreases to 0.
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